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FUNDING PARTNERS
–––––
The SCO is extremely grateful to the Scottish Government and to the City of Edinburgh
Council for their continued support. We are also indebted to our Business Partners,
all of the charitable trusts, foundations and lottery funders who support our projects,
and to the very many individuals who are kind enough to give us financial support and
who enable us to do so much. Each and every donation makes a difference and we truly
appreciate it.
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We are also incredibly thankful to the many individuals not listed who support the Orchestra
with either regular or one-off donations. Thank you.

CAN WE COUNT ON YOUR SUPPORT?
We are incredibly thankful to the many individuals who are kind enough to support the
Orchestra financially. Every donation makes a difference and helps us to travel across the
length and breadth of Scotland this summer.
We aim to make live orchestral music accessible to everyone and to keep the price of
concert tickets as fair as possible. Each donation is so appreciated and enables us to
bring music to audiences from Drumnadrochit to Dunoon.

To find out how to make a donation, please get in touch with Mary Clayton
on 0131 478 8369 or on our website at www.sco.org.uk/donate.

SCO.ORG.UK/SUPPORT-US
The SCO is a charity registered in Scotland No SC015039.
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W H AT YO U
ARE ABOUT
TO HEAR
Elgar (1857-1934)

Bartók (1881-1945)

Serenade for Strings Op 20 (1892)

Romanian Folk Dances (1915)

Allegro

Jocul cu bâta (Stick Dance)

Larghetto

Brâul (Sash Dance)

Allegretto

Pe loc (In One Spot)
Buciumeana (Horn Dance)
Poargă Românească (Romanian Polka)

Britten (1913-1976)
Simple Symphony (1934)

Mâruntel (Fast Dance)
Mâruntel (Fast Dance)

Boisterous Bourrée
Playful Pizzicato
Sentimental Sarabande
Frolicsome Finale

Schubert (1797-1828)
Rondo in A Major D438 (1816)
Adagio
Allegro giusto

Shaw (b 1982)
Entr’acte (2011)
Minuet & Trio

Foote (1853-1937)
Suite for Strings Op 63 (1907)
Praeludium
Pizzicato and Adagietto
Fuge

–––––
Though the gloriously tuneful, beautifully
crafted Serenade for Strings is now
understandably one of Elgar’s most popular
works, it wasn’t always that way. He wrote
it in March 1892, early on in his career, while
he was still struggling to make a living for
himself, his wife and daughter in his native
Worcestershire from teaching and directing
local music ensembles. It was one of those
amateur groups – the Worcester Ladies’
Orchestral Class – that gave the Serenade
its first performance later that year, in fact.
But when he sent it off to London publisher
Novello in the hope they might take it on,
Elgar was brushed off: the reply came that
‘this class of music is practically unsaleable’.
It didn’t remain unsaleable, however, after
1899, when Elgar’s Enigma Variations
put him firmly on the musical map, and
interest gathered in the earlier music that
this saviour of English music had produced.
Indeed, late in his life, Elgar confessed that

Sir Edward William Elgar

Benjamin Britten

Franz Peter Schubert

the Serenade’s three short movements were
probably his favourites of all his own pieces:
‘I like ’em (the first thing I ever did),’ he wrote
to a friend.

bassline. With its restless shifting between
optimistic major and more sombre minor
modes, Elgar’s lilting, rather Brahmsian final
movement seems to sum up the Serenade’s
bittersweet mood, and the composer wraps

It’s not hard to see why the Serenade would
become such a cherished work, by listeners
and by Elgar himself. It demonstrates not
only the composer’s fastidious musical
craftsmanship, but also the gentle
melancholy that would mark out his
later music.

things up with the return of the opening
movement’s insistent rhythm before a quiet
but luminous conclusion.

Its opening movement has been interpreted
variously as a lullaby or an aubade, but with
its soaring melody set against an insistent
figure in the violas, it defines very much
its own mood and character. The slower
second movement contains one of the
composer’s most overtly lovely melodies,
whose bounding leaps convey a very
Elgarian sense of restrained passion, and an
impassioned central section whose phrases

Elgar was 34 when he composed
his Serenade for Strings. In terms of
youthfulness, however, he’s somewhat put
in the shade by the composer of tonight’s
next piece. It was at the age of just 20 that
Benjamin Britten composed his Simple
Symphony, during his final year as a student
at London’s Royal College of Music. But he
based the Symphony on snippets of piano
pieces and songs that he’d composed many
years before, between the ages of nine and
12. And he’s proudly explicit about those
earlier pieces in the Symphony’s score,
marking the themes clearly and indicating

rise ever higher without the stability of a

which childhood works they came from.

Indeed, you could make a strong case that
Britten was obsessed by ideas of childhood
innocence and adult experience throughout

composed his Rondo for solo violin and
strings, probably intended for himself or
his brother Ferdinand to perform with

his composing career, from the death of the
eponymous anti-hero’s boy apprentice in
Peter Grimes through to the forbidden lust of
his final opera, Death in Venice. Written by
a composer barely out of his teens looking
back to his own childhood, however, the
Simple Symphony falls firmly into Britten’s
innocent side, though he nonetheless
provides sophisticated and often humorous
settings for those youthful melodies in the
Symphony’s four brief movements.

the ensemble that had grown out of the
Schubert family’s string quartet. And it
shows a little-known side to the composer.
We might nowadays revere Schubert’s
songs, chamber music and piano works (and
even his symphonies), but we hardly consider
him much of a creator of concertos. In fact,
this Rondo and a Konzertstück for violin
and orchestra from around the same time
are the closest he came to writing a fully
fledged concerto, perhaps simply because
he had such limited access to professional
orchestras and soloists.

The opening ‘Boisterous Bourrée’ is a vigorous
Baroque dance whose main theme is shared
between pairs of instruments – second violins
and cellos, then violas and first violins –
before a more graceful second theme enters
over a gently lapping accompaniment. The
‘Playful Pizzicato’ is the Symphony’s scherzo,
deftly scored and full of bewitching sonic
variety despite restricting itself to plucked
strings throughout. Its folksy central section
bears an uncanny resemblance to a piece
called ‘Barwick Green’, written in 1924 by
Arthur Wood – and far better known as
the theme tune to The Archers. The slow
and intense ‘Sentimental Sarabande’ is the
Symphony’s longest movement, in which
Britten injects another Baroque dance form
with the pathos of an English folk song –
perhaps gazing back in time further than the
Baroque to the Elizabethan English music
of Dowland and others that he so loved. He
brings the Symphony to a rousing, rhythmic
conclusion in his ‘Frolicsome Finale’, which
seems to stick doggedly to the downcast
minor before swerving into the major mode
for its sparkling conclusion.

Schubert had been making an intensive
study of Mozart’s chamber music just
before writing the piece, and you can feel
it in the Rondo’s graceful slow introduction,
during which the soloist emerges from
the string texture in music that shows off
their agility and phrasing right across the
violin’s wide range. An impetuous, sunny
melody launches the faster rondo section
proper, set against slightly darker material
in its contrasting episodes, and Schubert
ensures that his soloist maintains their
place in the spotlight virtually continually
throughout.

From one youthful composer to another:

We jump across the Atlantic for the next
two pieces in tonight’s programme. Caroline
Shaw is a composer and vocalist that
it’s almost impossible to categorise. She
became the youngest ever winner of the
prestigious Pulitzer Prize for music (in 2013,
at the age of 30, for her choral piece Partita
for 8 Voices), but she’s also collaborated
with rapper Kanye West, and one of her
most recent works is a delicate reimagining
for voices and percussion of ABBA’s ‘Lay All

Franz Schubert was just 19 when he

Your Love On Me’.

Caroline Shaw

Arthur Foote

Béla Bartók

Entr’acte began life as a short string quartet
in 2011, and Shaw made a version for string
orchestra in 2014. She writes about the piece:

even noise effects created by brushing
the instruments’ strings with the bows, to
elegantly dancing pizzicatos (marked by
Shaw ‘like granite’). Her hesitant opening

"Entr’acte was written in 2011 after
hearing the Brentano Quartet play
Haydn’s Op 77 No 2 – with their spare
and soulful shift to the D flat major trio in
the minuet. It is structured like a minuet
and trio, riffing on that classical form but
taking it a little further. I love the way
some music (like the minuets of Op 77)
suddenly takes you to the other side of
Alice’s looking glass, in a kind of absurd,
subtle, Technicolor transition."

melody returns near the end, before the
quartet’s violinists disappear upwards into
the stratosphere, leaving only the cellist
plucking sad, introspective harmonies ‘like
recalling fragments of an old tune or story’.

Structured – nominally, at least – as a
conventional classical minuet and trio,
Entr’acte unfolds more as a series of
distinctive episodes that keep the listener
constantly surprised – from a melancholy,
somewhat hesitant opening idea, to sudden
intrusions of ‘wrong-note’ atonality, and

We remain in America for our next piece,
but we look back a few generations before
Shaw. It’s easy to believe, perhaps, that US
music started with Copland and Bernstein,
perhaps even with Gershwin and Barber.
Ives was working away before any of those
composers had launched their careers,
but it still took decades for his pioneering
experimental sounds to reach the concert
hall.
In fact, there was a whole generation of
American composers hard at work at the

end of the 19th century, often taking direct
inspiration from their European colleagues.
Arthur Foote was one of them, but he also
also has the distinction of receiving (almost)
all of his musical training on American soil,
and was indeed the first person to gain
an MA in music from a US university (in
his case, Harvard). He was born in Salem,
Massachusetts, and spent most of his life in
Boston, where he was a member of a group
that became known as the ‘Boston Six’,
alongside George Whitefield Chadwick,
Amy Beach, Edward MacDowell, John
Knowles Paine and Horatio Parker.
It’s undeniable that Foote leant heavily on
European models, and he was a fervent
admirer of Brahms and Wagner. His
music, nonetheless, is beautifully crafted
and effortlessly eloquent, and his threemovement 1907 Suite for strings offers an
engaging insight into his individual musical
world.
There are definite flavours of Brahms
and Wagner in the opening ‘Praeludium’
(indeed, perhaps even a few specific nods
to Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll), but its easygoing lyricism and melodic flow are entirely
Foote’s own. Equally distinctive is Foote’s
unusual central movement, ‘Pizzicato
und Adagietto’, whose slightly dark,
sinister pizzicato scherzo encloses a more
impassioned, dreamier slow movement. If
Brahms and Wagner made their presences
felt early on, it’s Bach that Foote salutes in
his closing ‘Fuge’, a rigorously worked-out
fugue that combines contrapuntal dexterity
with joyfully buoyant, transparent textures,
leading to a somewhat gruff, demonstrative
conclusion.

His music, nonetheless,
is beautifully crafted and
effortlessly eloquent,
and his three-movement
1907 Suite for strings
offers an engaging
insight into his individual
musical world.
Symphony earlier this evening, they come
firmly to the fore in Béla Bartók’s Romanian
Folk Dances, originally written for piano
in 1915, then orchestrated two years later.
Bartók was a passionate collector and
cataloguer of his Hungarian homeland’s
folk traditions, and amassed material from
further afield between 1910 and 1912 – in
fact, he admitted he found the music he
discovered in Transylvania more interesting.
In many of his later works, he absorbed the
influence of folk traditions thoroughly into
his own, idiosyncratic musical language.
By contrast, his six Romanian Folk Dances,
each one extremely short, are simple,
straightforward but no less compelling
settings of traditional tunes. Bartók
originally heard the melody of the opening
‘Stick Dance’ played by two gypsy violinists,
while the slower, more hesitant ‘Sash Dance’
was originally a pipe tune. After the slower,
more oriental-sounding ‘In One Spot’ comes
the serene ‘Dance from Bucsum’. Bartók
rounds things off in style with a boisterous
‘Romanian Polka’ and the whirling energy of
an appropriately titled ‘Fast Dance’.

If folksong and dance were floating quietly
behind some of the music in Britten’s Simple

© David Kettle
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–––––
Stephanie has a wide-ranging career as concerto soloist, soloist/director of chamber
orchestras, recitalist and a chamber musician. She has appeared as soloist with many
of UK’s foremost orchestras, including the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Philharmonia and BBC Symphony Orchestra.
Stephanie is leader of the English Chamber Orchestra and the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra and has performed as Director/Soloist with both. Stephanie has also
appeared as Director/Soloist with the Australian Chamber Orchestra, the Vancouver
Symphony, and the Oriol Ensemble Berlin to name but a few.
She has enjoyed overseas concerto performances with everyone from the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe and Hannover Radio Symphony, to Hong Kong Philharmonic
and the Norwegian Radio Symphony Orchestra, while her recordings include Dvorák
Romance with the ECO and Sir Charles Mackerras for EMI, and the Sibelius Violin
Concerto for BMG/Conifer.
Stephanie is currently Professor of Violin at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
She was a winner of the prestigious Shell-LSO National Scholarship.

Biography
SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

–––––
The internationally celebrated Scottish Chamber Orchestra is one of Scotland’s National
Performing Companies.
Formed in 1974 and core funded by the Scottish Government, the SCO aims to provide as many
opportunities as possible for people to hear great music by touring the length and breadth
of Scotland, appearing regularly at major national and international festivals and by touring
internationally as proud ambassadors for Scottish cultural excellence.
Making a significant contribution to Scottish life beyond the concert platform, the Orchestra works
in schools, universities, colleges, hospitals, care homes, places of work and community centres
through its extensive Creative Learning programme. The SCO is also proud to engage with online
audiences across the globe via its innovative Digital Season.
The SCO has long-standing associations with many eminent guest conductors including Conductor
Emeritus Joseph Swensen, François Leleux, Pekka Kuusisto, Richard Egarr, Andrew Manze and
John Storgårds.
The Orchestra also enjoys close relationships with many leading composers and has commissioned
almost 200 new works, including pieces by the late Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Sir James MacMillan,
Sally Beamish, Martin Suckling, Einojuhani Rautavaara, Karin Rehnqvist, Mark-Anthony Turnage,
Nico Muhly and Associate Composer Anna Clyne.
An exciting new chapter for the SCO began in September 2019 with the arrival of dynamic young
conductor Maxim Emelyanychev as the Orchestra’s Principal Conductor.
The SCO and Emelyanychev released their first album together (Linn Records) in November 2019
to widespread critical acclaim. The repertoire - Schubert’s Symphony No. 9 in C major ‘The Great’ –
is the first concert Emelyanychev performed with the Orchestra in March 2018.
For full biography please visit sco.org.uk

BE PART OF OUR FUTURE
A warm welcome to everyone who has recently joined our family of donors,
and a big thank you to everyone who is helping to secure our future.
Monthly or annual contributions from our donors make a real difference to
the SCO’s ability to budget and plan ahead with more confidence. In these
extraordinarily challenging times, your support is more valuable than ever.
For more information on how you can become a regular donor,
please get in touch with Mary Clayton on 0131 478 8369
or email mary.clayton@sco.org.uk.
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